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Today’s Presentation: 
A combination of actors & “bad behavior”

WHO

■ Parents

■ Referees

■ Coaches

■ Team managers 

BEHAVIORS

■ Misgendering

■ Gender Identity Denial 

■ Stereotyping

■ Accusations of Cheating
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Today’s Presentation 

■ Brief Explanation of the Study: Protected Human 
Subjects

■ Brief overview of terms/ concepts

■ It’s all around us: Brief Gender in Context

■ Lessons from the Field: The Data (stories & young 
athletes’ voices)

■ Why This Matters

■ Implications for You: What clubs can do & the 
responsibility of adults 
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The Study

■ In-depth interviews with four focal children (ages 10-12)

■ Focus group with four focal children

■ In-depth interviews with parents of four focal children

■ In-depth interviews with siblings of four focal children

■ In-depth interviews with coaches

■ 200+ hours observation
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The Focal Participants: 
4 Short-Haired Girls

■ Alex

■ Bobetta

■ Emily

■ Sam

■ Short Hair: “why do you 
have a boy haircut?”

■ Athletes: “they move like 
boys. They are too good to 
be girls.”

■ Attire: “you dress like a boy”

■ Sex assigned at birth: 
Female
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IT’S ALL AROUND US
Messages About Gender 



Girls & Sports?
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Media & Gender Stereotyping
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We don’t know what we don’t know: 
Not about vilifying

“I kind of blew it off to be 

honest. Then once I saw it 

happen, I got it.” 
– Coach Rachel, advocate of the players
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GENDER IDENTITY DENIAL & 
ACCUSATIONS OF CHEATING

Lessons from the Field



Tournament 
Winners = 
Cheaters?
• “You don’t deserve to win.”

• “You had boys on your team.”

• “You cheated.”

• (Female!) Coach filed formal 

complaint against the team for 

“cheating”
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Passports,  
Birth 
Certificates, 
and Rosters
• “If you really are girls, what 

are your names?”

• “You’re not going to tell me 

that THAT’s a girl!!”

• “You’re telling me they are 

girls, but I don’t believe you”
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Misgendering: Alex, age 10

“I try to shrug it off and say, ‘I’m a girl, I’m in the right 
bathroom.’”

“Making assumptions, sometimes you can be right, but a 
lot of times you’re wrong. If you assume the wrong gender, 
for the other person, it hurts them more than it shows on 
the outside. Like they may just smile and say, ‘I’m a girl’ 
but on the inside they’re frowning and doubting 
themselves because every time someone does that it’s 
like a slap in the face.”
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Misgendering: Bobetta, age 11

“It feels kind of awkward and my stomach feels 

weird and… but I don’t [correct them] because it 

would just make things really awkward… so I just 

ignore it.”

“My stomach feels really, like, queasy.”
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Gender Identity Denial & Accusations of 
Cheating: The Players’ Voices
■ (Emily): That was really, really bad.  It’s the worst feeling I’ve had.  

[When she came up to us], I was just frozen. I was frozen. Like, ‘How? 

Why? Like why can’t you leave us alone?’ I started crying. I knew she 

wasn’t going to believe us.

■ (Alex) : I cried a lot, especially when I was littler. 

■ (Sam): We hadn’t won any tournaments yet. So finally getting a win 

was like, ‘Yes, we did it!’ and then all of a sudden, they’re like no, you 

don’t deserve that. And we’re like, ‘Why?’ It’s just heartbreaking it just 

sucks when that happens. We were all celebrating and then they’re 

like, ‘NO. You don’t deserve these medals.’
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WHY DOES THIS 
MATTER?



Impact of Stereotype & Identity Threat

“A racing and overloaded mind.”

“Interferes with our thinking.”

“A full-scale vicious cycle ensues, with great cost 

to performance and general functioning.”
-Steele, 2010
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Impacts of Stereotype & Identity Threat

People who are under threats from stereotypes for long 

periods:

“may pay a tax. The persistent extra pressure may 

undermine their sense of well-being an happiness, as 

well as contribute to health problems…”.

-Steele, 2010
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Impacts on Well-Being

■ At least one participant has sought psychotherapy, at least 

in part, to help with the psychological impacts of the 

stereotype threats, discrimination, and gender identity 

denial she experiences

■ More than two of the participants have sought help from 

school support services 

■ Each parent of each of the participants have been 

confronted on the soccer field, on the fustal court, in school, 

and in public about the identity of their child
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Impacts: Girls Dropping out of Sports

Key Reasons

■ See handout in folder 
(Athletic Leadership 
Alliance, 2019)

■ Poor Sports Behavior

■ Loss of Fun

MAYSA Girls’ Participation

■ 2016/17: 5801

■ 2017/18: 5488

■ 2018/19: 5027
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Messages & Recipients
■ Sports =  a boys’ world

■ Girls CANNOT be really good 

■ Girls CANNOT move athletically 

■ Kids, parents, and clubs will lie 

about the identities of players in 

order to win

■ Girls are required to look a 

certain way (or pay a price)

■ Recipients = More than short-

haired girls

■ Lessons you want to teach?
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IMPLICATIONS 
FOR YOU

What Can You Do?



General Implications: 
What Can you Do?

■ Handle discrimination proactively, as advocates for players

■ Follow & enforce rostering and registration rules & 

regulations

■ Promote a culture of acceptance and advocacy:

– Educate your coaches and team parents

– Make it clear: your coaches are responsible for 

addressing discrimination
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FOLLOW & REFER OTHERS TO POLICY

US Youth Soccer Policy

Section 6. Inclusion Policy

(A) To clarify the Bylaws, membership of the Federation is open to all soccer 
organizations and all soccer players, coaches, trainers, managers, administrators and 
officials without discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, age, sex, sexual 
orientation, gender identity, gender expression or national origin.

(B) For the purposes of registration on gender-based amateur teams, a player may 
register with the gender team with which the player identifies, and confirmation 
sufficient for guaranteeing access shall be satisfied by documentation or evidence that 
shows the stated gender is sincerely held, and part of a person’s core identity. 
Documentation satisfying the herein stated standard includes, but is not limited to, 
government-issued documentation or documentation prepared by a health care 
provider, counselor, or other qualified professional not related to the player.
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FOLLOW & REFER OTHERS TO POLICY

MAYSA Policy

6.1 Player eligibility verification

Players listed on the roster and (if the league level requires it) there is a 

matching player pass, are eligible to play. Any players that qualify within 

the Club Pass policy are also eligible to play. Please note that it is not the 

role of the assigned referee(s), coaches, parents or players to challenge 

the age or gender of any player on game day, at the field. If there is a 

protest, it may be submitted to MAYSA directly, in writing, via a team's 

coach. If it is determined that a team used an ineligible or unregistered 

player, the match shall be forfeited; and MAYSA reserves the right to 

assign additional penalties or sanctions.
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TIPS: Handling Gender Identity Denial & 
Cheating Accusations

■ Direct parent not to approach opposing players 
under any circumstances

■ Reassure parent that the team is in an all-girls 
league/ tournament

■ Reassure parent about rostering process

■ Give parent handout of policies

■ If parent persists, direct them to contact their club 
director and president/ MAYSA
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THANK YOU
Julie Minikel-Lacocque, Ph.D.

minikelj@uww.edu


